Not all clouds are created equal.

The performance, reliability and data protection of Intermedia’s Exchange cloud show why experience and technology both matter.
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When it comes to the cloud, few companies boast about technology that was born 12 years ago. But then again, few companies are underpinning their cloud with over a decade of experience.

When we say that not all clouds are created equal, this is what we mean: a cloud’s performance relies as much on its provider’s experience as it does on its technical assets. And while Intermedia’s technology stands with the world’s leaders, our experience is virtually unparalleled.

Our cloud predates “the cloud”

Everyone is talking about the cloud. And everyone seems to have a different definition of it. When we talk about our cloud, we’re referring to our extremely dynamic computing platform that delivers Software as a Service to our customers. Our Exchange cloud was born in 2000, long before “cloud” was a buzzword. And from the moment of conception, it was built to prioritize performance, availability and data protection.

Today our cloud powers more Exchange accounts than any provider outside of Microsoft itself. Over 500,000 users rely on it for communication, collaboration and content management. And there are two reasons for our cloud’s success: because of the best-of-breed technology that powers it, and—more importantly—because of the depth of experience that underlies its architecture.

Technology and experience meet in our cloud

Over the last decade, our architects and engineers have accumulated tremendous wisdom and experience as they’ve continuously evolved our cloud to anticipate user needs and surpass our increasingly stringent internal benchmarks.

Today, their constant pursuit of excellence coalesces around three key elements of our Exchange cloud:

- **Performance.** Our cloud minimizes network latency while maximizing processing capacity.
- **Availability.** Our cloud is purpose-built to deliver 99.999% uptime with an industry-leading, financially backed service-level agreement.
- **Data protection and security.** Our single greatest responsibility is to protect your data. This commitment permeates every aspect of our cloud and extends across our entire company.

This white paper describes the technology that underlies these three key elements of our Exchange cloud. But as you read this white paper—and as you
consider your options for a move into the cloud—remember this: when it comes to choosing the cloud provider that will become an essential partner with your business, historical experience is perhaps even more critical than raw technological specifications.

Anyone can procure hardware. But very few companies have over a decade of experience augmenting, refining and accelerating their cloud. With this experience, Intermedia stands alone.

Performance

THE FIRST KEY ELEMENT OF OUR BUSINESS GRADE CLOUD

For any business that relies on the cloud, speed matters.

That’s why we’ve engineered our cloud around the two main elements that impact its performance: network latency and processing capabilities. Our architects and engineers have designed our Exchange cloud to minimize the former while maximizing the latter.

What’s more, they’ve built visibility and monitoring systems so they can ensure that we meet our targets. And they’ve adopted validation tools from external sources to confirm that we maintain the fastest cloud in the industry.

Minimizing network latency

Datacenter location. One basic cause of latency is the physical distance your data has to travel. Rather than turning to complicated WAN acceleration or complex network configuration, we simply allow our customers to select the datacenter location closest to their end users. And if your users are located in multiple geographies, you can place each user’s data in the datacenter closest to them.

While this simplifies things for the customer, it was no easy task to engineer this level of control. This may be why Intermedia is the only major email cloud provider that allows you to choose the datacenter location that’s closest to your end users.¹

Network backbone. We connect our datacenters to the Internet via multiple Tier 1 Internet providers like Sprint, Level 3 and Verizon. This minimizes latency by physically reducing the distance your data has to travel to reach your end users. Within our datacenters, we guarantee the highest level of network throughput and lowest latency by operating on Cisco’s 10 gig Nexus platform.

¹ Research conducted on August 13, 2012. Providers include Microsoft Office 365, Google Apps, Rackspace Hosted Exchange, SherWeb Hosted Exchange, Apptix Hosted Exchange and 123together Hosted Exchange.
Maximizing processing capabilities

Our cloud is engineered for processing speed at all three layers of its architecture: the virtualization layer, the computing layer and the storage layer.

Virtualization layer. Many providers design their clouds for density, which means they oversubscribe virtualized resources to reduce their own costs and maximize profit. Our cloud is designed for performance, which is why we reserve resources like physical memory within our VMware ESX clusters. This guarantees that application requests aren’t slowed down by resource crunches.

Computing layer. The heart and soul of our server infrastructure is a blazing mix of Dell PowerEdge R/M Series servers. These rack-mounted servers are standardized with Intel X5650 processors, 96–256 GB of RAM at 1333Mhz and dual fiber for storage access. They also have dedicated backup networks that ensure our data security measures never cause bottlenecks in active usage.

Storage layer. For storage, our cloud also prioritizes performance over cost. We use RAID10 for our boot volumes, transaction logs, and SQL Databases, and 4+1 RAID5 sets for our databases. We also use 10k drives in our enterprise-class EMC and Hitachi storage arrays. (Though Microsoft recommends cheaper SATA storage, our engineers determined that 10k drives were the best for maximizing storage performance and reducing latency to and from the disks.)

What’s more, our physical storage arrays do not mix workloads. Our team recognized that the workloads required by services like Client Access Servers, Active Directory Domain Controllers and SharePoint are substantially different than those required Exchange or SQL database servers. By keeping workloads separate, we can fine-tune each storage array to the optimal state based on its specific workload characteristics and make our cloud perform that much more responsively.

Infrastructure visibility

The only way to ensure superior performance is by having full visibility into it—not just from inside the datacenter, but also from outside perspectives that replicate the end user experience.

Visibility tools. Over our 12-year history, we have developed powerful proprietary monitoring services. And we combine them with Quest Software’s Foglight and management products based on VMware, Microsoft and Linux. Together, these tools let us examine our processing speed and network latency from every possible angle. We can predict failure and performance bottlenecks to accurately monitor our services from the customer perspective, and work proactively to ensure any issues are imperceptible to end users.

External validation. We monitor tens of thousands of performance counters and synthetic transactions within our datacenters. However, even these don’t give us the true measure of the end user experience. That’s why we rely on real external transaction monitoring from the recognized Internet performance authority, Keynote. Their system allows us to test the real performance of our cloud from multiple endpoints on the Internet.

In fact, this true end-user perspective is our most influential measurement in gauging our engineering success. Every day, we run a battery of real-world tests to see how our cloud stacks up against our competitors. We even test our East Coast and West Coast datacenters separately to fully understand our users’ experience.
The graphs above illustrate the impact of combining best-of-breed components with a decade of cloud experience. And the numbers speak for themselves.

*SherWeb dataset from June 1-14

** Microsoft’s Office365 layers OWA access through another embedded window. This may require downloading more images and data, which could result in longer end user transaction times.
Availability

THE SECOND KEY ELEMENT OF OUR BUSINESS GRADE CLOUD

Our engineers and architects view the pursuit of 100% uptime as a passion. For the past twelve years, they have continuously analyzed historical operational experience to unearth insights for maintaining future performance. Today, our business-grade cloud delivers 99.999% uptime and includes a financially backed, industry-leading service-level agreement.

This level of availability is possible only because our Microsoft Certified architects and engineers have applied their deep expertise to three key technological components: our architecture, our world-class datacenters, and the Internet providers that connect our datacenters to the world.

Architecture

In 2009, Intermedia became the world’s first provider of hosted Microsoft Exchange 2010. While preparing for that launch, our team decided to use this milestone to re-architect our cloud from the ground up. Our engineers and architects gathered to envision the perfect cloud platform—one that maximized both performance and availability—and they devised an original architecture that we named the Four Quadrant Design.

The Four Quadrant Design is one of Intermedia’s pinnacle achievements. In this architecture, each quadrant is built on its own dedicated hardware and its own VMware cluster. This design ensures that any infrastructure failures are isolated to a specific quadrant of the cloud to guarantee service availability.

As the diagram on the next page shows, each quadrant is configured slightly differently. And as you’ll read, that configuration is very deliberate.

Supporting each quadrant are Cisco ACE load balancers, Cisco firewall service modules, Cisco Nexus 10G switches, Dell PowerEdge R/M Series Servers, and EMC and Hitachi 10k Storage.

Each quadrant is backed up daily using Symantec NetBackup. To ensure highest possible hardware availability, each front-end quadrant leverages VMware vMotion capabilities across cluster nodes within each quadrant. The back end quadrants use database replication for redundancy.
Four Quadrant Enterprise Cloud Platform

**Front-end quadrants**
This quadrant is reserved for front-end servers that are typically used in active/active configuration (Active Directory, SharePoint, Lync, etc).

Built in a redundancy model referred to as Nx2 Capacity Model, each front-end quadrant has dedicated storage arrays, storage fabrics, switches and backup network.

**Physical separation**
Each quadrant is physically separate. This reserves twice the needed capacity to sustain a failure of up to half our infrastructure. This also means that in the rare event of an unexplained load or capacity demands, we are well protected.

**Back-end quadrants**
This quadrant is configured in a Database Availability Group, with all our active databases running in one corner and all passive databases on the opposite.

These two database quadrant corners also have their own dedicated storage arrays, storage fabrics, switches, servers and backup network.

**Backup without impacting users**
Because all of our active databases run on one corner and our passive ones on the other, we can conduct backups off the passive database copies—eliminating the possibility of interference with end user experience on active nodes.
Datacenters

Each of our datacenters has been chosen to meet the highest availability criteria. Each one is SSAE 16 Type II compliant. Each one has verified levels of physical security. Each one also possesses redundant electrical and cooling infrastructure, including diesel generators for backup power, to protect against all imaginable problems. And finally, our entire cloud infrastructure is deployed with redundant power supply units in the unlikely event of a power feed failure.

Internet providers

The final element of our high availability comprises the providers that connect our datacenters to the Internet. We’ve chosen multiple Tier 1 Internet providers for this purpose, including Sprint, Level 3 and Verizon. Taken together, these providers guarantee availability and give us capabilities to route traffic around any provider backbone issues that may arise. Our goal is simple: your data and tools are always available.

Data Protection, Security and Privacy

THE THIRD KEY ELEMENT OF OUR BUSINESS GRADE CLOUD

We believe that our greatest responsibility is to protect your data.

We also believe that, because it’s your data, you have the right to know where it resides. In addition to minimizing latency, that’s why we let you select which datacenter will protect your end user data: it provides the peace of mind that comes from knowing where your data is physically stored.

Your data is also well-protected. Our Four Quadrant Design protects against data corruption and possible data loss due to hardware failure. We leverage Microsoft Database Availability groups with real-time replication between quadrants. Our infrastructure is designed to replicate data multiple times within one datacenter as well as on remote backup. Beyond that, we adhere to proven security and compliance practices and implement a strict privacy policy.
Data protection

As we said, Intermedia maintains at least two copies of your data. These copies reside on physical disks in separate corners of the database quadrants, ensuring service availability in the event that one of our EMC or Hitachi units experiences a failure.

In our experience, data corruption is the largest threat to data integrity and availability. Our design makes it highly unlikely that corrupt data will replicate from one copy to another. This means that you will always have a good production copy of your data on at least one of our database quadrants.

Security standards

Intermedia’s commitment to the security and privacy is of paramount importance. As the world’s largest provider of hosted Exchange mailbox services, security is in our DNA—and it has been for over 12 years.

To protect our customers’ data, we have implemented security controls, processes and technologies that far exceed what most businesses could reasonably build on their own. We also follow national and international security standards and best practices. As a corporate member of the Cloud Security Alliance, we continually help define industry best practices in information security.

Third-party audits

Intermedia is SOC 2 Type II audited annually by an independent third party, attesting to our gold standard for security, confidentiality, processing integrity, availability and privacy. We also maintain ongoing PCI compliance. We’re happy to share a full report, subject to our non-disclosure agreement.

Dedicated security team

Intermedia employs a team of dedicated and certified information security experts who are focused on protecting your data every single day. Each team member maintains the following industry-leading certifications at a minimum:

- Certified Information Systems Security Professionals (CISSP)
- Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)
- GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst (GCIA)
- GIAC Certified Incident Handler (GCIH)
Network security

Our networks are protected in a number of critical ways:

- Commercial-grade edge routers are configured to resist IP-based network attacks
- Intermedia subscribes to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) protection through Verisign, one of the leading providers of network security
- Commercial-grade firewalls ensure only needed ports and protocols are allowed
- Custom-built intrusion detection systems detect and stop incoming attacks
- DDoS mitigation services are employed
- Intermedia’s production network is fully meshed, redundant and geographically dispersed to ensure uptime
- Our dedicated production network is physically and logically segregated

System security

To ensure system security, we adhere to the following practices:

- All our systems are regularly patched to the latest versions of software to reduce exposure
- All our systems are configured using hardened baselines
- Our dedicated security team performs regular penetration tests against all our services

Privacy policy

Intermedia offers a clearly documented privacy policy. It guarantees that we will not access or use your data in any way, except when we have your permission to troubleshoot an issue. Intermedia is certified Safe Harbor compliant with the U.S. Department of Commerce.

To read Intermedia’s Privacy Policy, please visit http://www.intermedia.net/legal/PrivacyPolicy.pdf
Conclusion

As you consider your options for the cloud, remember the value of experience. It’s not just about technology, it’s about how technology is implemented. And implementation is wholly a function of experience.

Not all clouds are created equal. Intermedia’s cloud is born out of 12 years of experience with a relentless focus on performance, availability and data protection. Our Exchange cloud is at the top of the industry today—and our engineers and architects are working to keep it that way long into the future.

As you consider the cloud to support your business infrastructure, consider the experience that underpins it.